
 

 

The Cattogno srl organizes various GT touristic lines. It becomes easy, fast and 

economic to visit Sardinia thanks to various solutions thought for an unforgettable 

holiday. We come and call for you in Alghero. Furthermore children under 2 years 

always travel for free. 

Palau 

20€ / 1 day 
 
Service available on Friday. We advise you to acquire tickets at least 2 days in 
advance to guarantee the seats on board. The departure is at 7 o’clock  at terminus 
and the return is about 17.30 o ‘clock from Palau. 

The service will be available from 1 of June until 30 of September 2014. 

Palau is located in one of the most fantastic branches from the North-Eastern coast 
from Sardinia. Its coasts are artistically shaped by the nature evocating surreal and 
unique on earth depictions, like the gigantic bear that dominates whole the region. 
They are distributed from Porto Liscia to Capo d’Orso including Porto Pollo, Cala 
Trana, Punta Sardegna, then turning to the South and creating  the Mezzoschifo 
harbor. 

What to visit 
It is possible to visit the archeological places that are in open country immersed in 
the Mediterranean spot that submerge completely these places and protect them 
from destruction like for example: Giants’ grave. 
Another destination could be Raphael port. In the 60s the count Raphael Neville 
elects the Agincourt bay like his residence and as well from his entourage. This 
situation shakes the local chronicle with lots of parties about all still talk and it turns 
Palau into a known tourist attraction. 
In the east from Palau port, in a few minutes, you can arrive to the famous rock 
(Bear rock) a granite hill of 122 meters, shaped in time by the atmospheric agents in 
a bear who looks over the sea. 



 

Military forts are a tourist attraction as well. The strategic importance of  Bonifacio’s 
mouths was necessary until the end of  the XVIII century , therefore  the Savoy built 
an efficient defensive system constituted by many forts erected in panoramic 
position and camouflaged between the rocks and the Mediterranean spot. 

Beaches 
Cala Capra, La Sciumara, Porto Pollo and Porto Faro 

 

Holiday house Vel Marì 
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